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Measuring continuous compositional change using decline and decay in zeta diversity 
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Abstract. Incidence, or compositional, matrices are generated for a broad range of research 
applications in biology. Zeta diversity provides a common currency and conceptual 
framework that links incidence-based metrics with multiple patterns of interest in biology, 
ecology and biodiversity science. It quantifies the variation in species (or OTU) composition 
of multiple assemblages (or cases) in space or time, to capture the contribution of the full 
suite of narrow, intermediate and wide-ranging species to biotic heterogeneity. Here we 
provide a conceptual framework for the application and interpretation of patterns of 
continuous change in compositional diversity using zeta diversity. This includes 
consideration of the survey design context, and the multiple ways in which zeta diversity 
decline and decay can be used to examine and test turnover in the identity of elements across 
space and time. We introduce the zeta ratio-based retention rate curve to quantify rates of 
compositional change. We illustrate these applications using 11 empirical datasets from a 
broad range of taxa, scales and levels of biological organisation – from DNA molecules and 
microbes to communities and interaction networks – including one of the original data sets 
used to express compositional change and distance decay in ecology. We show (i) how 
different sample selection schemes used during the calculation of compositional change are 
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cases better detect shifts and transitions, and (iii) the relative roles of rare versus common 
species in driving patterns of compositional change. By exploring the application of zeta 
diversity decline and decay, including the retention rate, across this broad range of contexts, 
we demonstrate its application for understanding continuous turnover in biological systems. 
 
Keywords: DNA methylation, environmental gradients, diversity index, spatial and temporal 
turnover, species composition, interaction turnover, metagenome, microbial community, rare 
and common species. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Changes in the patterns of species composition in space and time, along with richness, 
abundance and biomass, are critical to understanding what drives biodiversity and the ways 
that humans are transforming it (McGill et al. 2015, Socolar et al. 2016). Compositional 
change is relevant not only to species diversity, but to other levels of biological organisation, 
including molecular, genetic and clade diversity (e.g. Nipperess et al. 2012, Thomas et al. 
2016), as well as to social phenomena (e.g. Vaz et al.  2017). The concept of turnover in the 
identity of elements in a system and its measurement is therefore of interest across a broad 
range of biological and socioecological contexts that span multiple scales (Arita et al. 2012, 
Shimadzu et al. 2015). 
 
Compositional, or incidence-based, turnover is traditionally measured using metrics 
based on pairwise comparisons (i=2) of species incidence across sites or samples (Jost et al. 
2010), commonly referred to as beta diversity (such as Jaccard, Sørensen or Simpson 
dissimilarity). Regularly used multisite metrics are based on combinations of multiple, 
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applied such that they produce a single value of compositional turnover for i=n sites. 
However, with information on only the alpha and all pairwise beta components in a 
community, it is not possible to express the full complement of biodiversity partitions across 
multiple sites (Hui and McGeoch 2014). In addition, differences in species composition 
between pairs of sites is mostly driven largely by rare species, whereas compositional 
similarity across larger number of sites tends to be determined by the more common species 
(which are, by definition, shared by large numbers of sites) (Latombe et al. 2017). As a result, 
comparisons of composition across greater than two sites (i>2) provides information on the 
contribution of increasingly more common species in the assemblage to compositional 
change. 
 
Zeta diversity was introduced as a concept and metric that focusses attention on such 
multisite, cross-scale assemblage patterns of compositional change, with the purpose of better 
understanding how biodiversity change is structured (Hui and McGeoch 2014). Zeta diversity 
(ζi), which is the number of species shared by a given number of sites, provides a measure of 
turnover for each combination of i sites (Hui and McGeoch 2014). It draws attention to the 
information value of the full suite of multisite comparisons to quantifying compositional 
change, and enables the exploration of how incidence-based composition changes with the 
number of sites (i), scale, distance and time. Pairwise site calculations (i=2) of compositional 
similarity are encompassed within the zeta diversity framework. The applied value of zeta 
diversity has to date been shown in particular cases, for example as a measure of similarity 
and uncertainty in pest profile analysis (Roigé et al. 2017), to upscale estimates of 
biodiversity (Kunin et al. 2018), and to explore patterns of compositional change across 
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There are three main points of difference between zeta diversity and existing measures of 
compositional change. 1. Raw values of zeta (not transformed or normalised) provide the full 
complement of partitions possible in an n-site assemblage. 2. The information value of zeta 
diversity derives from the form and rate of change in values of zeta across n-wise 
comparisons, and over time or distance. 3. It provides information on the relative 
contributions of rare to increasingly common species to turnover. The term turnover is used 
here in its broadest sense to mean change in the presence or absence of elements across sites 
or over time, regardless of the existence or not of environmental gradients and encompassing 
the richness difference, nestedness and replacement components (Legendre 2014) of 
compositional change. We therefore use ‘turnover’ as synonymous with compositional 
change, acknowledging it has a more narrow use in the BAS framework (Baselga 2010) to 
mean species replacement. The zeta diversity approach complements existing measures of 
compositional change in instances where there is interest in understanding patterns and 
processes of turnover in multi-wise assemblage comparisons. Combined with existing spatial 
regression techniques and environmental data measured at the n-sites, zeta diversity provides 
a means to differentiate drivers of compositional turnover for the full spectrum of species, 
from rare to common (Latombe et al. 2017). Such understanding is increasingly relevant to 
conservation strategy, with the need to manage the responses of both rare and common 
species to environmental change. 
 
Here, using examples across a range of levels of biological organisation, we show how 
species across the continuous spectrum of occupancy contribute to biodiversity turnover, and 
how this can provide insight on the nature of biological heterogeneity. We start by (i) framing 
the calculation of turnover in the context of the structure of the data, and the selection of site 
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patterns of turnover, and (ii) providing an overview of the calculation of zeta diversity and 
the range of patterns of compositional change it can be used to quantify. Building on zeta 
decline and zeta decay introduced in Hui and McGeoch (2014), we introduce the species 
retention rate, which quantifies relative rates of turnover across rare (low occurrence) to 
common (high occurrence) species. We then illustrate the suite of possible applications of 
zeta diversity to incidence matrices, and how zeta diversity should be applied and interpreted 
in each case.  
 
CALCULATION OF ZETA DIVERSITY 
Zeta diversity (ζi) is the number of species shared by i number of sites, with i referred to as 
the zeta order. It thus expresses compositional change in terms of similarity rather than 
dissimilarity. The average number of species across all sites (or alpha diversity) is ζ1 (where i 
= 1), while the total observed or estimated richness across all sites or assemblages, as usual, 
represents gamma diversity. The units of measurement of zeta diversity (ζi) are therefore 
‘number of shared species’, which has a minimum value of zero (no species shared by two or 
more sites) and a maximum value affected by the total species richness of the community 
matrix. Incidence-based, pairwise beta similarity metrics can all be derived from ζ1 and ζ2 
(Hui and McGeoch 2014), and higher orders of zeta (i>2) represent the contribution of 
increasingly common species (widespread, with large area of occupancy) to compositional 
change. The number of orders (i.e. number of sites or cases) considered when calculating zeta 
is decided based on the dataset and question of interest, and at a maximum will be the total 
number of sites. If zeta reaches zero after i orders, i.e. no species is shared by more than i 
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For a community with a total number of S species discovered in N sites, zeta diversity 
can be calculated using the Monte Carlo method of resampling for a specific zeta order and 
sample selection scheme, while the mean and variance for the ALL sample selection scheme 
can also be estimated analytically. Specifically, let species j occur in    sites and let species j 
and k co-occur in      sites. The probability of species j occurring in i sites is   
     
    
  
and the expected probability of species j and k co-occurring in i sites is    
       
    
 , with 
  
  representing the binomial coefficient of n for chosen i; with the covariance       
    
   
   
    
    
 . The mean and variance of zeta diversity from the ALL sample selection 
scheme can then be calculated as          
  
    and                 
    
      
 
   . 
 
The relationships between zeta diversity, sample properties, species accumulation curves 
and the species-area relationship derived using zeta diversity have been shown, representing 
its response to scale and sampling adequacy (Hui and McGeoch 2014). If desired, and 
bearing in mind the pros and cons of such metric transformation (Ulrich et al. 2018), raw zeta 
diversity can be normalised to express Jaccard, Sørensen and Simpson-equivalent indices, 
and partitioned into replacement, richness difference and nestedness indices (sensu Baselga 
2010, 2013, Podani et al. 2013, Legendre 2014, Latombe et al. 2018). For example, let     ) 
be the number of species in site i,         the number of species shared by site i and j,  
          the number of species shared by site i, j and k, and           the total 
number of species in site i, j and k (                                   
                 ; Hui and McGeoch 2014). We thus have the normalised zeta of 
order 3 in the Sørenson-equivalent form,                                  ; in the 
Simpson-equivalent form                                 ; and in the Jaccard-
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2 for these three forms is similar to the corresponding standard pairwise Sørenson, Simpson 
and Jaccard similarity indices. 
 
Hypothesis testing and statistical inference with zeta diversity is similar to that used in 
ecology generally and in studies of compositional change using other metrics. Since ζi is the 
number of species shared by i sites, for each order of zeta the standard deviation can be 
computed from the Monte Carlo method of resampling (or based on the analytic formula of 
variance         for the ALL sample selection scheme, see below) and plotted as a 
confidence interval to aid interpretation of the differences between the form and rate of 
turnover. Linear and nonlinear models using zeta values as the response variable and the 
order (zeta decline) or the physical distance (zeta decay) between sites as the predictors are 
fitted to the data (see below), and the 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients computed 
to assess their significance. Generalized linear and additive models, as well as spline 
regression, can be applied to test the response of species turnover (measured by zeta 
diversity) to environmental gradients (called multi-site generalized dissimilarity modelling; 
Latombe et al. 2017, 2018). 
 
DATA STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITIONAL CHANGE 
For any dataset the combination of a specific data structure and sample selection scheme 
results in alternative combinations for calculating turnover that require choices to be made 
prior to analysis, and consideration post analysis to interpret the patterns found (Appendix 
S1: Table S1). Study system dimensions and data structure determine not only the most 
appropriate choice of analysis but also how patterns in turnover are interpreted (Gotelli and 
Colwell 2001, Scheiner et al. 2011) (Fig. 1). Data structure constrains the range of 
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of calculating turnover, i.e. the ways in which pairs, triplets and so on of sites are combined. 
The sample selection scheme may encompass all, a random selection or only a subset of 
possible combinations of i samples (Fig. 1). The main sample selection schemes are all 
combinations (ALL), nearest neighbours (NN), and fixed-point origin (FPO) or fixed-edge 
origin (FEO) (Fig. 1). Finally, as with the application of any diversity metric in ecology, the 
adequacy of the survey design and species richness estimates are key considerations when 
interpreting the outcome. 
 
PATTERNS OF CONTINUOUS COMPOSITIONAL CHANGE 
The two main applications for quantifying patterns in continuous compositional change are 
(1) zeta decline, including the species retention rate based on the zeta ratio, and (2) zeta decay 
over space or time (Table 1).  
 
Zeta decline: continuous turnover with increasing numbers of sites  
Zeta decline provides information on the form and rate of decrease in the average number of 
species shared across increasing number of sites (Table 1). It quantifies how the number of 
shared species decreases with zeta order, i.e. with increasing number of sites (cases or time 
periods) included in the calculation of shared species. Zeta decline is represented as a plot of 
zeta diversity values against the order of zeta, where orders represent selected pairs (order 2 
for value zeta 2), triplets (order 3 for value zeta 3) of sites and so on (Hui and McGeoch 
2014). When zeta is calculated using the ALL sample selection scheme (Fig. 1a, e), it 
provides an average expectation of compositional change in the data and could be considered 
as the upper bound (least shared species) of expected turnover against other structured sample 
selection schemes (e.g. NN, FPO and FEO). In cases where sites or surveys are positioned 
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sample selection scheme (NN for non-directional or directional options, Fig. 1 b,c,f,g,i), zeta 
diversity will typically decline at a comparatively slower rate. This is due to the constraints 
imposed by this spatial or temporal dependence in the sample selection scheme (versus the 
ALL scheme that considers combinations of sites that are randomly selected, and therefore 
less likely to share species than close sites). Other sample selection schemes may be 
envisaged for more specific applications. 
 
Features of interest in zeta decline include: (i) the rate of decline in shared species, 
particularly across the first few orders, and (ii) if at higher orders the curve reaches or 
approximates zero, or not (Table 1). The larger the change in the value of zeta across 
subsequent orders, the greater the relative difference in the numbers of rare versus 
increasingly common species in the community. At lower orders this provides information on 
the rate at which relatively rare species no longer contribute to shared community 
membership as more sites are included. At higher orders, the value of zeta diversity provides 
information on the core species in the community, which is of interest itself but also for 
comparisons across datasets.  
 
The parametric form of zeta decline, for example as best fit by either a power law or 
exponential relationship, provides information on the relative probability of species 
occurrences across sites, and may be used to test hypotheses about the degree to which 
biological matrices or communities are structured (Hui and McGeoch 2014). For instance, a 
null model where all species have an equal chance of occurring in any given site (although 
the sites themselves may be heterogeneous) will result in an exponential decline in zeta 
diversity. By contrast, a null model where each species has a unique probability of occurring 
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of zeta decline (Hui and McGeoch 2014). As such, estimated using ALL site combinations 
(Fig. 1a, e), the form of decline is interpreted as species having the same (exponential) or 
unequal (power law) probability of being observed across sites (see Kunin et al. 2018 for 
other possible forms). The goodness of fit of these forms can be compared using the Akaike 
Information Criterion.   
 
Retention rate based on the zeta ratio 
Knowing the rate at which rare and common species are retained across sites in a landscape 
or in surveys over time has intuitive ecological appeal as a measure of biodiversity change. 
Plotting the ‘zeta ratios’ (ζ2/ζ1, ζ3/ζ2, ζ4/ζ3 etc.) against the order of the zeta on the 
denominator (i.e. order 1 for the ratio ζ2/ζ1, order 2 for ζ3/ζ2 etc.) provides a retention rate 
curve that can be interpreted as (i) the rate (or the probability) at which species remain in the 
community as additional sites are included in the comparison, (ii) the chance of rediscovering 
(retaining) species in an additional site, and (iii) the degree to which common species are 
more likely to remain across sites than rare ones. Because common species are more likely to 
occur in extra samples than rare species (dependent to some extent on scale (grain) and 
species aggregation) (Harte 2008, Hui and McGeoch 2008), by comparing the ratios of zeta 
diversity values (e.g. ζ10/ζ9 vs. ζ2/ζ1), it is thus possible to assess the extent to which this is the 
case. Because the average number of shared species declines with increasing numbers of sites 
(as in zeta decline), a random species shared by i sites has a probability ζi+1/ζi of still being 
shared by i+1 sites (i.e. this species has a probability 1-ζi+1/ζi of being present in only  i sites). 
For example, the zeta ratio for order nine is interpreted as the probability of retaining species 
that have at least an occupancy of nine (present at nine sites) in a tenth site, or the probability 
that these species become more widespread with the addition of another site. Examining zeta 
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zeta decline curves may be difficult to distinguish because the values of zeta are low) and 
highlights potential differences between the zeta declines of related datasets (Table 1).  
 
Diversity indices scaled to lie between zero and one, such as the zeta ratio and retention 
rate curve, are useful for comparing studies or systems with different numbers of species and 
therefore potentially large differences in raw values. However, they are inevitably sensitive to 
species richness and show a loss of discriminant power when approaching the bounds (0, 1) 
(Gotelli and Colwell 2001, Baselga 2007). As such, this must be taken into account when 
interpreting normalised or transformed zeta metrics and we recommend that the retention rate 
is always interpreted alongside raw (untransformed) zeta decline.  
 
Zeta decay: spatially or temporally explicit turnover 
Zeta decay is conceptually similar to the distance decay of similarity (Nekola and McGill 
2014), or species–time relationships and time decay (Shade et al. 2013), and provides 
information on the spatial or temporal extent of communities (i.e. the extent over which 
membership is shared). Zeta decay quantifies change in the number of species shared with 
increasing distance between sites (or time between surveys). Spatial and temporal 
compositional similarity for each order of zeta thus provides information on the form of 
decay for the rare to more common species in the community over time or distance. Zeta 
decay, or a plot of zeta diversity across sets of sites that are different distances or times apart, 
is represented with each zeta order as a different decay curve. Features of interest of zeta 
decay are (i) the shape and rate (slope) of decay, and how this differs across orders of zeta, 
(ii) the absolute distance (or time) over which this decay in shared species occurs, and (iii) 
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represent the change in number of shared species across subsequent surveys or time periods 
(this can vary with sample selection scheme, Fig. 1).  
 
EXAMPLES 
To demonstrate the application of zeta diversity and its interpretation, we selected eleven 
datasets representing a range of taxa, levels of biological organisation and spatial or temporal 
scales (Table 2). The concept of beta diversity was first demonstrated by R.H. Whittaker 
using tree community composition datasets (Whittaker 1960, 1967). We use one of these 
original datasets to illustrate the conceptual shift from beta to zeta diversity. In addition to six 
more standard species assemblage matrices, the examples used include one cellular, two 
molecular, one temporal and one interaction matrix. Ecological metrics are increasingly being 
used for other biological applications (e.g. Ma et al. 2019) and here we included a dataset on 
sub-cellular patterns of turnover, i.e. the incidence of DNA hypermethylation (a mechanism 
used by cells to control gene expression) at CpG nucleotide sites in tissues from patients with 
and without a metabolic disorder (Table 2). The question of interest here is whether the 
distribution of hypermethylation across nucleotide sites (i.e. compositional turnover) 
distinguishes patients with and without a developmental disorder.  
 
Across the datasets, incidence therefore represents either the presence of a species or 
some other level of biological organisation or event (Table 2). We use the term species except 
when referring specifically to another incidence type (such as operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs)). In one dataset, incidence in the matrix represents the presence of an interaction 
rather than the presence of a particular species (i.e. to examine interaction turnover in a ‘gall 
wasp’ associated network). We also generally use the term site, which refers to locality, 
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(for temporal turnover). We use ‘community’ or ‘assemblage’ to refer to the species by site 
matrix. Each data set was structured as a species by site matrix with non-zero marginal totals. 
Singletons were removed from some datasets, especially where they are likely to be a result 
of under sampling or sampling bias (Appendix S1: Table S2, Fig. S1). All analyses were done 
using the zetadiv package V.1.1 (Latombe et al.  2018), in R (R Core Team 2013) (Data S1). 
 
1. Zeta decline results 
Whittaker’s (1956) tree data were used to show how traditional pairwise decline using 
Jaccard similarity compares with the decline in Jaccard-equivalent normalised zeta diversity 
for n-sites (Fig. 2). Normalised zeta across the transect was lower than pairwise Jaccard when 
using the fixed-point origin (FPO) sample selection scheme (Fig. 1) with the first elevational 
band as the fixed-point (the same is true for averaged Jaccard pairwise comparisons). 
Because zeta diversity also includes all sites located between the fixed-point and a specified 
elevational band in the calculation, the number of shared species will necessarily be lower 
than between the fixed-point and the specified elevational band (i.e. Jaccard). Moreover, 
using Jaccard-equivalent normalised zeta necessarily results in fewer shared species across 
subsequent orders (elevational bands), resulting in monotonic declines of zeta values. In 
contrast, the standard pairwise Jaccard similarity values can increase due to the reappearance 
of species in subsequent orders (elevational bands) (Fig. 2). This example thus illustrates the 
basis for differences between pairwise and multisite partitions of compositional change. 
 
As outlined above, the choice of the combination of data structure and sample 
selection scheme will affect the outcome and is therefore important to consider a priori to 
ensure selection of the most appropriate combination for the data and hypothesis of interest 
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‘Trees’ and ‘Sydney birds’ data (Fig. 3a-b). The rate of decline over all combinations (ALL) 
and nearest neighbours (directional NN) is shallower compared to the fixed-point origin 
(FPO). This is a consequence of spatial clustering of species and the continuity of ranges, 
particularly of the more common species across the transect. This is apparent for both the 
one-dimensional ‘Trees’ data (Fig. 3a), and the two-dimensional data structure for ‘Sydney 
birds’ (Fig. 3b). Spatially or environmentally structured sample selection schemes thus affect 
the form of zeta decline, and may therefore be compared with the ALL scheme to test 
mechanistic explanations of turnover (McGill and Nekola 2010, Myers and LaManna 2016, 
Latombe et al. 2017).  
 
In the following sections we examine the ecological interpretation of zeta decline (1.1), 
introduce species retention rate curves built from the zeta ratio (1.2), and discuss the form of 
zeta decline (1.3). 
 
1.1 The ecological interpretation of zeta decline 
To compare a diversity of datasets we used Sørensen-equivalent normalised zeta on ‘Crop 
pest’, ‘DNAm’, ‘Bioregion birds’ and the ‘Soil metagenome’ datasets (Table 2, Fig. 4). From 
Fig. 4a, it is apparent that in some cases the average number of species shared across sites 
declines to approximately zero within the extent of the study system, with very few 
widespread species shared by many sites, whereas in datasets with multiple species present in 
all sites, zeta converges towards this number of widespread species at high orders. Zeta 
diversity declined sharply for ‘Crop pests’, with almost complete turnover in the pest 
assemblage expected across more than 6 states or countries. Therefore, although there is a 
small suite of widespread insect crop pests globally shared by several countries, the global 
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suggest, for example, that most insect pests are crop specialists with narrow physiological 
niches, or that the current global invasion of crop pests has not yet reached an equilibrium. 
Although the rate of decline in the ‘Soil metagenome’ data at a micro scale was somewhat 
slower, it also declined to approximately zero after ~ 10 orders (Fig. 4a) (for microbial 
diversity studies, the pre-analysis data handling must be considered when interpreting 
diversity patterns, such as taxonomic resolution, sequence depth and treatment of singletons). 
Ecologically, the rapid zeta decline towards zero in both the crop pest and soil metagenome 
case, demonstrates strongly localised shared membership, albeit at very different scales.  
 
By contrast, values of zeta > 0 at the highest expressed order (order 12 in Fig. 4) 
represent the average number of species (or  % with normalised zeta) shared by large 
numbers of sites, i.e. the most common subset of species in the assemblage for that order. For 
example, zeta declines to approximately 20 % of bird species shared by Australian bioregions 
by order 12 (zeta of ~ 0.2 in Fig. 4a). There is therefore a core set of common bird species (~ 
20% or 50 species, across 12 orders) shared across bioregions in this acse.  
 
Intermediate to the other datasets in Fig. 4a, shared nucleotide sites at which 
hypermethylation occurs (‘DNAm’ data) has < 10% of OTUs shared by order 12. The zeta 
decline is steeper across higher orders (> 5) for the DNAm data than in the other examples, 
indicating rapid loss of common gene expression patterns among patients. The low 
percentage of shared nucleotide sites (low zeta diversity) at order 12 implies personalised 
gene expression via DNA methylation across these sites. It would also be affected in part by 
the pre-analysis removal of nucleotide sites at which hypermethylation occurred in all 
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1.2 Retention rate based on the zeta ratio 
The information value of retention rate curves as complementary to zeta decline is evident 
from the comparison of the results from three sample selection schemes on the ‘Trees’ dataset 
(Fig. 3c). The zeta retention rate curve is particularly striking for the DNN and FPO schemes, 
with a rapid decline in the rate of species retention beyond zeta orders 6-9 (Fig. 1c,d). This is 
not apparent from the decline in Jaccard-equivalent zeta similarity (Figs 2, 3a), nor from the 
zeta ratio using the ALL scheme (Fig. 3c). Although Whitaker (1967) appropriately 
interpreted the pattern of distance decay (Jaccard-based in Fig. 2) as the existence of ‘broadly 
overlapping’ tree species distributions across the transect, he also anecdotally pointed out the 
existence of a switch in dominance from cove forest species to gray beech and a suite of 
small tree species at ~ 1400 m a.s.l. along the transect (Whittaker 1960). This switch 
coincides with the abrupt shift in species composition between orders 6-8 (976 m -1098 m), 
detected by the zeta ratio and shown by the sharp decline in species retention rate for the 
directional and fixed-point origin (FPO) sample selection schemes (Fig. 3c). In the ‘Trees’ 
data, the retention rate of zeta diversity computed with the appropriate sample selection 
scheme thus enabled the identification of the ecotone noted by Whittaker (1960), by 
capturing the contribution of common species to turnover along the gradient, beyond the 
information provided by pairwise beta diversity (ζ2). Using a different example, bird 
composition across Sydney shows no sudden shift for any of the three sample selection 
schemes (Fig. 3d). The rate of species retention stabilises beyond zeta order 10, 
demonstrating the absence of any conspicuous ecotone or dispersal barrier to bird species 
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With a suite of examples for comparison (Fig. 4b), all species retention rates start by 
increasing, indicating a rapid loss of rare species between sites. This also shows that pairwise 
beta turnover is largely driven by the gain or loss of rare species (consistent with strong 
modes of rare species in the occupancy frequency distribution of these datasets, Appendix S1: 
Fig. S2). The probability of retaining common species is much lower for ‘Crop pests’ than for 
‘Bird bioregions’, but the rates of common species retention for both these datasets start to 
asymptote beyond order 6 (Fig. 4b), suggesting a lower but equal chance of retaining 
common species (occurring in more than 6 sites) in these two cases. The retention rate for the 
‘DNAm’ data increases and then starts to decline (i.e. showing signs of becoming modal - for 
a stronger example of this form of species retention curve see Fig. 5a-b). This means that at 
higher orders (> 7) there is a decline in the probability of retaining more common DNA 
methylation patterns among individual patients (i.e. a decrease in the rate of species 
retention) (Fig. 4b). The retention rate curves of DNAm and the soil metagenome intersect at 
~ order 7, which is the order at which the retention rate of OTUs in the soil metagenome 
dataset becomes higher than that of the retention rate of shared nucleotide sites in the DNAm 
data.  
1.3 The form of zeta decline 
The ‘DNAm’ data were better fit by an exponential than power law (AIC -39.77 versus -
18.93), whereas the difference was marginal for ‘Crop pests’ (AIC -1.96 exponential versus -
1.47 power law) (Fig. 4c,d). This result shows, at least for the ‘DNAm’ data, a lack of 
structure in the matrix and that there are approximately equal probabilities of 
hypermethylation occurring at any nucleotide site. The ‘Bioregion birds’ and ‘Soil 
metagenome’ data were better fit by a power law (AIC value differences > 30) (Fig. 4c,d), 
demonstrating the existence of structure in these systems, and uneven probabilities in the 
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1.4 Within-system comparisons of zeta decline 
In the previous examples (Fig. 4) we contrasted datasets that would not normally be included 
in the same study for the purpose of illustrating a range of possible forms of zeta diversity 
decline and retention rate. Zeta diversity is more likely to be applied to compare 
compositional change between taxa, functional groups, habitats or conditions within the same 
system. Here, using raw rather than normalised zeta, we explore three examples to compare 
zeta diversity between groups within the same system.  
 
Example 1a: Does turnover differ between taxonomic groups of insect herbivores on a 
common host? Clear differences are apparent in compositional change between the two 
groups of ‘Acacia herbivores’ on their host plant (Fig. 5a) (95% CI = [1.81, 1.94], linear 
model). The decline in beetles shared across sites is very rapid (and exponential, ΔAIC = 
20.01), reaching a zeta diversity of zero by order 10, in contrast to slower decline in shared 
bugs across the same latitudinal range (power law, ΔAIC = 26.49) (Fig. 5a). Whereas the 
species retention rate in bugs is increasing, for beetles the retention rate drops beyond zeta 
order 5 (Fig. 5a). The probability of retaining beetle species in the assemblage (zeta ratio) 
beyond order 4-5 declines rapidly, suggesting complete turnover in the composition of 
beetles on Acacia within the extent of this study. Low prevalence and abundance of beetles in 
samples (Andrew and Hughes 2005) is a plausible explanation for the strong decline in 
species retention and lack of structure (i.e. exponential zeta decline) observed in these data 
for this taxonomic group in comparison with bugs. 
 
Example 1b: Interaction turnover in a gall wasp-natural enemy network. The number of 
gall wasp-parasitoid interactions shared across sites in this network is higher and declines 
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(Fig. 5b). No inquiline interactions are shared beyond the tenth order, whereas an average of 
~ 3 parasitoid interactions remain shared at the same order. This difference is supported by 
the exponential fit of zeta decline for inquiline interactions (ΔAIC = 16.86), with little 
difference between a power and exponential fit for parasitoid interactions (ΔAIC = 1.34) (Fig. 
5b). For inquilines the rate at which interactions were retained increases and then drops 
sharply from the third order, whereas it increases and drops gradually from order six for 
interactions involving parasitoids. These results are consistent with the expected ecological 
interpretation of inquilines as generalist herbivores opportunistically inhabiting the fleshy 
galls (and a strongly stochastic basis for the frequency with which they interact with different 
gall wasp species), compared with the host-specific relationships between gall wasps and 
parasitoids (Henriksen et al. 2017, 2018). 
 
Example 1c: Does the distribution of hypermethylation across nucleotide sites (i.e. 
compositional turnover) distinguish patients with and without a developmental disorder? 
There was little difference in compositional turnover of the incidence of hypermethylation at 
nucleotide sites across patients with (form not distinguishable, ΔAIC= 0.01) and without 
(exponential, ΔAIC = 3.99) a metabolic disorder evident from a comparison of their zeta 
decline and retention rate curves (Fig. 5c). A linear model was computed for each order of 
zeta, including differences in age and disease status (0/1) as predictors and the zeta values 
computed for each combination of sites as the response variables (Latombe et al. 2017). 
Status was not significant (supporting the multivariate analysis-based findings of Ginsberg et 
al. 2012). However, age was a significant predictor of ζ3 (95% CI = [-66.07, -25.79]) and ζ4 
(95% CI = [-58.19, -25.81]), but not ζ2 (95% CI = [-98.44, 8.47]). Therefore, while the 
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(Horvath 2013), its effect on turnover was detected here only for orders of zeta greater than 2, 
i.e. not detected for pairwise comparisons (ζ2).  
 
2. Zeta decay results 
Zeta decay, or a plot of zeta diversity across sets of sites that are different distances or times 
apart, is shown and interpreted for three examples below (Fig. 6), with the decline and 
retention rate results shown for comparison on the right of Fig. 6.  
 
Example 2a: Spatially explicit turnover in alien and native plants. The comparative 
distances (km) in zeta values across orders 3-5, especially at larger distances in Fig. 6b, show 
that there are more ubiquitous species (both locally and regionally widespread) in the alien 
than the native community (Fig. 6a,b). The overall patterns of distance decay in this dataset 
thus reinforce the interpretation of zeta decline in Fig. 6c, i.e. more shallow compositional 
turnover in aliens than natives (in Fig. 6c, clear differences are apparent in the zeta declines 
of (95% CI = [1.74, 1.95], linear model). Here, however, the difference in rates of decline are 
calibrated against distance, enabling scale-specific comparisons of distance decay across 
species groups. Over distances of 20 km, on average there are 2 - 6 alien species shared 
(across zeta orders), whereas there is around one native species shared by sites (Fig. 6a,b). 
Shared alien species decline more slowly than shared native species for ζ2, whereas for orders 
ζ3 the slope of the zeta decays are similar for aliens and natives despite the difference in 
absolute zeta values. The retention rate curve confirms that in the alien community, common 
species are more likely to be retained across sites (by between ~40-70%) than in the native 
community (~10-40%) (Fig. 6d). Although there are over half as many alien as native plants 
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diversity (more aliens in common than natives) and slower turnover in alien compared to 
native plants, especially for rare species.  
 
Example 2b: Kelp microbe communities across the eastern and western bioregions of 
Australia. Zeta decay curves encompassing one or more clear shifts (where the width of the 
error intervals should be broadly bounded by the amplitude of the shift or period) suggest the 
presence of a dispersal barrier, a shift in environmental conditions, patchiness or temporal 
periodicity of some form (Nekola and White 1999). For example, the steep decline in average 
numbers of shared kelp microbes (both rare to more common, i.e. from zeta order 2 upwards) 
over distances of 150-300 km along the coast of NSW suggests marked patchiness in 
assemblage structure at this scale (Fig. 6e). By contrast, the rate of distance decay in WA is 
shallow and consistent across the different orders, in spite of high total and average OTU 
richness in the region (Fig. 6g). On average, the number of shared species is higher and more 
consistent with distance in WA (total richness 550 species, mean ± s.d. = 346.88±23.49) 
compared with NSW (518 species, 288.33±60.02). The striking difference between decay 
curves (Fig. 6e-f) could be explained by distinctly different current systems between the 
coasts that drive the dispersion of kelp microbes in different ways (Thompson et al. 2011), 
although differences in the relative distances across surveyed sites may also play a role in this 
case (Appendix S1: Fig. S3).   
 
Example 2c: Temporal decay of bird communities in catchments variously affected by a 
regional drought. Temporal decay was very different between the two catchments (Fig. 6i-j), 
and the zeta decline and retention rate results (right hand panels in Fig. 6) provide some 
insight on the differences observed (left hand panels in Fig. 6). Zeta decline at Catchment 2 is 
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between them is similar (14.81±3.14 at Catchment 1; 12.18±3.31 at Catchment 2). This 
explains the absolute differences in zeta diversity values between Fig. 6 i-j, i.e. high at 
Catchment 1 and lower at Catchment 2. Shared species declined slightly over the full period 
at Catchment 2 and very little over short time periods, whereas it declined comparatively 
rapidly over short periods at Catchment 1 (< 250 days - left of decay curve in Fig. 6i). This 
was true of rare and more common components of the community (i.e. for the zeta orders 2 to 
5 shown). There were relatively fewer species shared by the end of the period at Catchment 1 
than at the start, whereas at Catchment 2 the number of shared species was more similar at 
the start and end of the period (i.e. turnover was comparatively independent of time, 
suggesting greater stability in the community under average rainfall conditions). The 
difference in number of surveys between catchments had little effect on this result (Appendix 
S1: Fig. S4). This comparison shows that turnover was fast and consistent under average 
rainfall, and lower and more variable over the period under severe drought. 
 
DISCUSSION  
Here we have provided a framework for placing studies of compositional change into their 
appropriate design context, and from this the range of questions about biotic heterogeneity 
that can be addressed. Together, zeta decline and zeta decay provide the full spectrum of 
diversity partitions for any given number of sites over a specified space or time period. The 
diverse range of empirical examples used show that zeta decline, the zeta ratio and retention 
rate, and zeta decay provide a range of insights on the nature of continuous compositional 
turnover, biodiversity structure or, in molecular and cellular studies, the form of biological 
heterogeneity. Quantifying this full spectrum of rare to intermediate and common species as 
they contribute to driving compositional change was more informative than pairwise turnover 
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The aim of a study will determine whether or not factors such as species richness 
gradients, species abundance or density, variation in the size of the species pool, interactions 
and abiotic environmental variables are either biodiversity drivers of primary interest, or 
confounding factors that must be accounted for to ensure unbiased inference (Gotelli and 
Colwell 2001, Andrew et al. 2012), as well as the most appropriate survey design to use to 
generate the data to begin with (Scheiner et al. 2011). The framework of system contexts 
(dimensions and sample selection approaches) used demonstrates the importance of 
biologically-driven decisions on how to treat the data pre-analysis, as well as the study 
specificity of how zeta decline is interpreted. For example, in datasets where a large 
proportion of the species are shared by the majority of sites (and where the value of zeta 
would therefore be high at high orders), it may be appropriate to consider this subset of 
species with a close to saturated distribution as uninformative and to exclude them – as we 
did for the high proportion of nucleotide sites at which hypermethylation occurred across all 
patients. These species (nucleotide sites in this case) may otherwise hide the signal in 
compositional change from the whole suite of less common species.  
 
By contrast, in some systems focus on the common suites of species may itself be of 
interest (McGeoch and Latombe 2016, Baker et al. 2019). For example, in microbial studies 
the dynamics of ‘core microbiomes’ is meaningful (Shade and Handelsman 2012), and wide-
ranging components of assemblages are also relevant in invasion biology (Leihy et al. 2018). 
Here the difference in zeta decay found between native (steep) and alien (shallow) plants is in 
the direction that one might expect given the tendency for alien plant species to have broader 
niches (Lockwood et al. 2005). Therefore, if on-ground surveys were to extend beyond the 
sample extent of this study, one might expect to discover new native (more rare) species at a 
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similar in the newly surveyed sites). Common and dominant species are important drivers of 
both diversity patterns and ecosystem function (Baker et al. 2019) and their roles are often 
contrasted with those of rare species (e.g.  Draper et al. 2019). The concepts of rarity and 
commonness are however relative and lie on a continuum (McGeoch & Latombe 2017). The 
use of zeta diversity avoids the need for subjective thresholds being imposed to separate rare 
from common components of communities, and enables more informed analysis of the 
contribution of species to turnover across the full spectrum from rare to intermediate to 
common.   
 
We introduced the use of the zeta ratio to express and compare retention rate curves that 
demonstrates the rate at which common species remain in, or are lost across, sites in a 
community. By highlighting turnover amongst species shared by multiple sites, we showed 
how retention curves can provide insight on shifts in dominant species, habitat use 
differences between taxonomic groups and interactions involving different functional groups. 
Three broad types of retention rate curves were distinguished (Figs 4b, 5 and 6). The 
biological significance of these will be study-dependent, but can generally be interpreted as 
follows. (i) An increasing curve shows that common species are more likely to be retained in 
additional samples than rare ones, and as a result perhaps that the sampling extent is smaller 
than the metacommunity, or that site selection is relatively homogenous and well 
characterised by habitat specialists (Myers and LaManna 2016). A clear example was 
provided by the retention rate curve for bugs in the Acacia herbivores data. (ii) In an 
asymptotic curve, an asymptote of 1 indicates the presence of common species over all sites, 
whereas an asymptote < 1 indicates that common and intermediate species are equally likely 
to be retained in subsequent sites or samples, e.g. turnover across sites in parasitoid-gall wasp 
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are less likely to be retained with the addition of sites, i.e. the study extent encompasses a 
distinct community, metacommunity or spans an ecological boundary. Modal retention rate 
curves were apparent in ‘Trees’, Acacia herbivore (beetle) and gall wasp-inquiline 
interactions. Within the full extent of a community or system the three types of retention rate 
are likely to be a continuum, shifting from increasing to asymptotic if a core set of common 
species remain for a particular zeta order, and shifting either directly from increasing to 
decreasing, or via a modal curve, when moving beyond the footprint of the most common 
suite of species in the community.   
 
The full spectrum of compositional turnover as captured by zeta diversity of different 
orders captures the patterns of both species occurrence (occupancy) and co-occurrence in the 
community (in the ALL sample selection scheme). The form of zeta decline can thus be 
indicative of ecological processes as reflected by the multispecies co-occurrence patterns that 
it quantifies. While forms other than exponential or power law are possible and may also be 
informative, as the two most regularly observed forms (Hui & McGeoch 2014), we examined 
the exponential and power law forms. Comparatively equal probabilities of the occurrence of 
species across sites (exponential form) have been suggested to be associated with stochastic 
assembly processes, whereas niche differentiation processes are more likely to produce a 
power law form of zeta decline in natural communities (for comparable mechanistic beta-
diversity based interpretations see Munoz et al. 2008, Nekola and McGill 2014, Leihy et al. 
2018). The fit can also be used to test the scale dependence of species incidence in the 
community (related to the hierarchical scaling of zeta diversity; Hui and McGeoch 2014); 
exponential reflects scale independence of species retention across sites, whereas the power 
law reflects non-independence of species composition across sites, and an increasing 
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McGlinn and Hurlbert 2012). As with any inference of process from pattern in ecology, clear 
hypotheses and strong inference approaches should be used to support the interpretation of 
the form of zeta decline in this way. 
 
Here we largely used the diversity of examples and data structures to illustrate the 
application and interpretation of zeta diversity (rather than to test data set-specific 
hypotheses). They illustrate the rich information content of multi-site partitioning over 
pairwise contrasts, including the detection of a switch in dominance, differences in the 
turnover of interactions between specialists and generalists, and differences in features of the 
distribution of alien and native plant communities. Moving beyond quantification of patterns 
in turnover and the inferences that may be drawn from these, there is substantial interest in 
drivers of compositional change (Chase et al. 2018, D’Amen et al. 2018, Hui and Richardson 
2019). The drivers of differences in bird community turnover shown between catchments, for 
example, clearly warrants further investigation. High productivity vegetation such as that 
found on floodplains has been found to buffer bird assemblages from the effects of drought in 
this region and may play a role in explaining site-by-site differences in species turnover 
during drought (Selwood et al. 2015, 2018). With additional catchment replicates this could 
be tested using the zeta diversity framework.  
 
In spite of substantial focus on biodiversity change over the recent period, trends in 
spatial and temporal turnover across scales, from local to global, remain poorly supported by 
conceptual frameworks and empirical studies (Dornelas et al. 2013, McGill et al. 2015). 
Being able to disentangle spatial or temporal trends in rare to common species has significant 
potential value, given the importance of species composition to the delivery of ecosystem 
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gap when used to study trends in turnover across multiple sites. Future progress in modelling 
and hypothesis testing of continuous compositional change will be made using combinations 
of empirical and simulation modelling. The broad range of applications and insights that can 
be derived using zeta diversity on any incidence matrix (along with the development of 
related abundance and weighted matrix approaches) will we hope contribute to further 
development of general theory on the scaling and structure of biological heterogeneity. 
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TABLE 1. Summary of the ways in which zeta diversity (ζi) is expressed and interpreted and the purposes for which it can be applied. 
 




Analytical: The change in number of species 
shared with increasing numbers of sites included in 
the comparison (the zeta order). 
Ecological: The contribution of narrow to wide-
ranging species to compositional change (i) 
implicitly over space, time or cases (e.g. samples, 
sites or hosts), and (ii) zeta diversity is incidence-
based and the form of rarity and commonness it 
captures is therefore the species range, occurrence 
or area of occupancy. 
(i) The form of decline (e.g. 
exponential or power),  
(ii) the rate of decline,  
(iii) the order at which zeta 
reaches or approximates 
zero, and (iv) the value of 
zeta at the maximum 
sampled extent or the 
maximum order for which it 
is calculated. 
(i) To test the degree to which a 
community is non-randomly 
structured,  
(ii) to test hypotheses about 
stochastic versus mechanistic 
determinants of community or 
system structure, and  
(iii) to compare or test hypotheses 
about the expected rate of 
compositional change, by 
comparison with a null 
expectation or between taxa, 
habitats or conditions of interest. 
Zeta ratio Analytical: The probability of retaining (or 
rediscovering) a species of the same order of 
commonness in additional cases. The order here 
refers to the zeta order or number of sites included 
in the zeta diversity calculation. 
Example: The probability of a species remaining 
present (‘being retained’) in nine sites with the 
addition of a 10
th
 site. 
When expressed in the form 
of species retention rate 
curves (see below). 




on the zeta 
ratio) 
Analytical: The degree to which common species 
are more likely to remain (‘be retained’) across sites 
than rare ones with an increase in zeta order. 
Ecological: The rate at which species remain (‘are 
retained’) in the community across sites, or the rate 
at which common or widespread species are 
retained across the landscape. 
The shape of the retention 
rate curve as either 
increasing, asymptotic, 
modal, or decreasing. 
(i) For visualising turnover at high 
orders where absolute changes are 
small, 
(ii) to assess the spatial extent of a 
community or metacommunity 
relative to the sample extent,  
(iii) to compare or test differences 
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taxonomic groups, habitats or 
conditions of interest or against the 
null expectation, and 
(iv) to detect ecotones or abrupt 







Analytical: Change in the number of species shared 
with increasing distance between sites (or time 
between surveys) for different orders of zeta. 
(i) Rate of decay, and 
(ii) differences in the slope 
of decay between zeta 
orders. 
To select appropriate spatial and 
temporal dimensions when 
designing survey and monitoring 
schemes. 
 Ecological – spatial: Distance decay in the 
compositional similarity of communities. 
 
(i) Distance at which zeta 
approximates zero, and  
(ii) the value of zeta at 
particular distances of 
interest or at the maximum 
distance (study extent). 
(i) To quantify the distances over 
which the composition of 
communities or systems change, 
and 
(ii) to compare the distances over 
which the composition of rare 
versus common components of 
communities or systems turn 
over. 
 Ecological – temporal: Temporal change in 
compositional similarity of communities. 
(i) Time period over which 
zeta approximates zero, and  
(ii) time periods of interest 
over which temporal change 
takes place. 
(i) To quantify the time period 
over which the composition of 
communities or systems change, 
and  
(ii) to compare the time periods 
over which the rare and common 
components of communities or 
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TABLE 2. Properties of the 11 datasets used to illustrate the application of zeta diversity (in the form of species by site matrices, see Appendices 










Grain Spatial extent Data structure,  
sample selection 




 Tree community composition along an 
elevational gradient across mesic sites 
in the Great Smoky Mountains 
surveyed by R.H. Whittaker. 






ALL (a), NN (c) 






A selection of atlas data for terrestrial 
(non-freshwater) species centred 
around Sydney, Australia). 
145 22 25 x 25 km regional – 150 
km radius 
Two dimensional: 
ALL (e), NN (g) 






Occurrence records at the level of 
country, state (province) and island 
group for insect pest species of 
interest to global crop protection. 
868 373 ‘region’ 
represented by 
a country or 
state 









The incidence of DNA (hyper) 
methylation (“DNAm”) at CpG 
nucleotide sites in human occipital 
cortex tissue from patients of a range 
of ages, with or without a 
developmental disorder (autism) (see 
Ginsberg et al.  2012). In this case, the 
‘species’ are nucleotide sites and the 
tissue from individual patients are the 
cases (or ‘sites’). 






















Checklist-type lists of species across 
unequal area bioregions in Australia. 







Data from 5 ml soil samples from a 
spatial array in a dry sclerophyll 
woodland in Australia (Michael et al.  
2004, see for further details on DNA 
extraction and gene cassette size class 
screening, assessment and 
characterisation). The data matrix 
used is based on small, mobile genetic 
elements (or gene ‘cassettes’) as 
OTUs and soil samples as ‘sites’.  














Insect herbivores (beetles 
(Coleoptera) and bugs (Hemiptera)) 
sampled from a single host plant 
(Acacia falcate) at sites spanning a 








Two dimensional:  
ALL (e) 






Interactions between three gall wasp 
species (Trichilogaster spp.) and their 
natural enemies (parasitoids and 
inquilines) in Melbourne, Australia, 
involving a total of 34 interactions.  
34 (15, 
19) 
13 [2]  circular sites, 













Survey data from Banks Peninsula 
(New Zealand) of native and alien 
plant species from a regular array of 
plots approximately 1km apart across 




1281 [2] 20 x 20 m 
plots 
regional, ~50 









Microbial communities (bacterial and 
archaeal OTUs defined based on a 
<97% identity of their 16S rRNA 




17 [2] kelp blades 
within regions 
and sites in 
each marine 
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blades of common kelp (Ecklonia 
radiata) along the coastline of 
temperate Australia, including two 
marine Biogeographic Provinces 
(BPs) (alongside the Australian states 
of New South Wales (NSW) and 
Western Australia (WA)) (Marzinelli 








Temporal data for native birds in two 
catchments in a major river basin in 
southeastern Australia, coinciding 
with a regional drought.  
71, 56  6 (1998-
2003) 
[2] 




local One dimensional: 
FPO (d) 
#Sites, hosts or temporally repeated surveys in the case of dataset 10. References describing the data set and/or the system context: 1. Table 5 in 
Whittaker (1956), 2. Barrett et al. (2003), 3. Roigé et al.  (2017), 4. Horvath (2013), 5. Ebach et al.  (2013), 6. Michael et al.  (2004), 7. Hurst and 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
FIG. 1. One- and two- dimensional data structures (left) and alternative data sample selection 
schemes (right) for estimating compositional turnover using zeta diversity. Data may include 
broad geographic regions encompassing spatially homogenous or heterogeneous 
environments, independent units hosting a community (e.g. islands, hosts of parasite or 
bacterial communities or genomes) or linear habitats (e.g. coastlines or ecotones). Non-
directional schemes (a-b, e-f) are those where no, or no single, environmental or spatial 
gradient is of concern or interest (sample units may also be discrete with their relative spatial 
position of no interest, i.e. non-dimensional). Directional structures (c-d, g-j) are those where 
there are known or designed directional gradients of interest, e.g. a one or two dimensional 
change in environmental condition away from a point source (d), gradients perpendicular to 
an edge or ecotone (f), or a time series or transect along an environmental gradient (i,j). 
‘ALL’ represents all possible combinations of pairwise, triplet etc. site combinations. Cell or 
point shades represent different environmental conditions, e.g. in the directional schemes, the 
black cell or point represents the origin, fixed-point or -edge. The lines and arrows between 
sites (right) are not comprehensive and simply show how sites may be combined for the 
calculation of zeta diversity. 
 
FIG. 2. Decline in compositional similarity of tree species along an elevation gradient in the 
Great Smoky Mountains, quantified using standard pair-wise Jaccard similarity (Whittaker 
1967) and compared with normalised, n-wise Jaccard-equivalent zeta diversity decline (i.e. 
zeta diversity decline). Both elevational bands (equivalent to the zeta order in this case) and 
the distance along the elevational transect (m) can be shown on the x-axis in this specific 
case. Only in this particular and simple case of a one-dimensional data structure and a 
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directly comparable to distance (change in elevation) along the transect (‘Trees, Table 2), i.e. 
in this case zeta decline is directly comparable to zeta decay. The data underlying Fig. 2 
match the scheme in Fig. 1d. 
 
FIG. 3. Patterns of compositional change (zeta diversity decline (a, b) and the zeta ratio 
plotted as species retention rate(c, d)) for two directional data structures with different data 
sample selection schemes (ALL, DNN, FPO) (as shown in Fig. 1). Data sets used are trees 
along an elevation transect (a, c; ‘Trees’ Table 2) and bird communities radiating out from 
central Sydney (b, d; ‘Sydney birds’ Table 2). Data combination schemes: ALL, all 
combinations of n sites, directional nearest neighbour, FPO, fixed-point origin (see Fig. 1). 
The legend in panel (d) applies to all panels (a-d). 
 
FIG. 4. Normalised Sørensen-equivalent zeta diversity decline for four data sets showing (a) 
how the number of shared species decreases with the zeta order. (b) The species retention rate 
using the zeta ratio, which shows the degree to which common species are more likely to be 
retained in additional sites or samples than rare ones with an increase in zeta order. (c, d) The 
form of decline against exponential (comparatively equal probability of species across sites) 
or power law fits (comparatively unequal probabilities of the occurrence of species across 
sites) (shown on log axes using normalised zeta). The best fit form for each dataset is shown 
with an asterisk (no best fit for Crop pests). Data sets: Crop pests (circles), DNAm disorder 
(squares), bioregion birds (triangles), soil metagenome (diamonds) (Table 2). 
 
FIG. 5. Comparisons of zeta diversity decline between groups in three data sets (dashed lines 
= standard deviation), along with the retention rate using the zeta ratio, and exponential (E) 
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latitudinal range, (b) turnover in gall wasp interactions involving parasitoids or gall 
inquilines, and (c) DNA hypermethylation sites in patients with or without a disorder. The 
data sample selection scheme in all cases is ‘ALL’ combinations (Fig. 1). Best fit forms for 
datasets are shown with asterisks. 
 
FIG. 6. Zeta diversity decay over space and time, for zeta orders 2 to 5, showing change in 
number of species shared with increasing distance between sites, or time between surveys 
(left). For completeness, the zeta diversity decline and the zeta ratio-based retention rates are 
shown on the right for the same data. (a-d) Alien and native plant species on Banks Peninsula 
(New Zealand); (e, h) microbial communities associated with kelp in two Australian marine 
biogeographic regions (NSW, New South Wales (east) and WA, Western Australia (west)); 
(i, l) temporal decay in bird communities in two catchments (Catchment 1 - below average 
rainfall; Catchment 2- average rainfall) over the course of a regional drought (1998-2003). 
Using the ALL combinations scheme (except in temporal birds, which uses DNN) (Fig. 1). 
Note that using mean distance for higher orders (i > 2) of zeta results in the increasingly 
narrow decay curve with increasing distance or time (see text). Note also that the ends of zeta 
decay curves, in particular the longer distance end, are usually associated with greater 
uncertainty because there are comparatively fewer sites this maximum distance apart than 
there are combinations of sites shorter distances apart (the same problem of unequal power 
across classes occurs in estimates of autocorrelation series, Legendre 1993). For orders i > 2, 
the distances between pairs of n sites are combined using, for example, mean distance; other 
options are the maximum extent of the area encompassed, or extent of occurrence, of the sites 
under consideration, or the maximum distance of sites apart. For example, in the kelp 
microbes (Fig. 6e, f) although compositional change in higher orders of zeta tended to mimic 
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plotting decay against the mean distance across the i non-overlapping samples, with zeta of 
order n a single value for the average distance between all sites, and must be considered when 
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